Effects of acoustic overstimulation on cochlear evoked potentials.
Guinea pigs were exposed to 2 kHz pure-tone or octave-band pass noise at an intensity of 100 dBSPL for 30 min. The effects of sound exposure on cochlear microphonics (CM) and compound action potential (AP) were studied using a test condition devised to complete the measurement of the sensitivity of both potentials for the frequency from 1 to 7 kHz within several minutes. The loss of CM sensitivity was limited to around 5 dB for all test frequencies in animals exposed either to pure-tone or band noise. In contrast, the loss of AP in both exposure conditions was significantly greater than that of the CM, and the magnitude of the AP losses reflected the frequency characteristics of the exposure sounds. From these observations, the AP is considered to be a more sufficient index than the CM in studying the effects of acoustic overstimulation.